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Abstract. This paper discusses the design of an
electrostatic generator, power supply component of the
self-powered microsystem, which is able to provide enough
energy to power smart sensor chains or if necessary also
other electronic monitoring devices. One of the
requirements for this analyzer is the mobility, so designing
the power supply expects use of an alternative way of
getting electricity to power the device, rather than rely on
periodic supply of external energy in the form of charging
batteries, etc. In this case the most suitable method to use
is so-called energy harvesting – a way how to gather
energy. This uses the principle of non-electric conversion
of energy into electrical energy in the form of converters.
The present study describes the topology design of such
structures of electrostatic generator. Structure is designed
and modeled as a three-dimensional silicon based MEMS.
Innovative approach involving the achievement of very low
resonant frequency of the structure, while the minimum
area of the chip, the ability to work in all 3 axes of the
coordinate system and the ability to be tuned to reach
desired parameters proves promising directions of possible
further development of this issue. The work includes
simulation of electro-mechanical and electrical properties
of the structure, description of its behavior in different
operating modes and phases of activity. Simulation results
were compared with measured values of the produced
prototype chip. These results can suggest possible
modifications to the proposed structure for further
optimization and application environment adaptation.
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ment. For this reason it is a major problem to get electricity
needed to operate these devices. One way to ensure power
is to use other types of energy that are available in the
vicinity of the powered device. Most of these devices use
(depending on usage field) the heat, light or mechanical
energy. In this way, gaining power can meet energy
requirements throughout the life of the powered device.
The process of obtaining energy from the environment,
converting it into consumable electricity is generally
known as energy harvesting. Devices using the principles
of gathering energy are usually referred to as energy
generators.

1.1 Sources of Energy Harvesting
The classification of energy harvesting can be
organized on the basis of the form of energy they use to
scavenge the power. For example piezoelectric harvesting
devices scavenge mechanical energy and convert it into
usable electrical energy. The various sources for energy
harvesting are wind turbines, photovoltaic cells, thermoelectric generators and mechanical vibration devices such
as piezoelectric devices, electromagnetic devices. Tab. 1
shows some of the harvesting energy sources with their
power generation capability. The general properties to be
considered to characterize a portable energy supplier are
described by Fry, et al. [2].
Energy Source

Power Density

Acoustic
Pressure
Temperature
HF EM field

0,003 Wcm-3 (75 dB)
0,96 Wcm-3 (100 dB)
10 Wcm-3
1 Wcm-2
10 mWcm-2 (direct sun light)
100 Wcm-2 (office conditions)
4 Wcm-3 (human power)
800 Wcm-3 (machines)
200 Wcm-2 (piezo)
1 Wcm-2

Light
Vibrations

1. Introduction
Due to great progress in the microelectronics there are
applications with large demands on the individual
components of the application chain. One example is an
intelligent wireless sensor network [1] where each node
needs to maximize the time that the sensor works and is
independent of the energy supply from an external source.
Using conventional batteries is not always convenient,
because it requires human intervention for their replace-

Airflow

Tab.1. Power density of different energy sources.

Typical forms of ambient energy can be considered as
solar radiation, mechanical (vibrational) energy, thermal
energy or RF or microwave radiation. Sources working on
the principle of collecting electrical energy can be used to
extend run-time or can be used as an additional source in
conjunction with a conventional power source (battery) or
they can completely replace these primary power units [3].
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The device, pow
wered by suchh energy generrator can thenn be
o areas dangeerous to hum
mans
useed in inaccesssible places or
and
d report statuss information remotely.
r

1.2
2 Energy H
Harvester Structures
S
In recent yyears, many published
p
papeers show seveeral
con
ncepts of sm
mall energy harvesters, because
b
this is
beccoming a key topic for todaay's mobile applications.
Micromachhined siliconn MEMS version
v
of the
can
ntilevermass geometry has
h
been deeveloped unnder
a project
p
fundedd by the Euuropean Unio
on Frameworrk 6
pro
ogrammes entitled vibrationn energy scaveenging (VIBE
ES).
The device, shoown in Fig. 1, consists of
o a 1.5 mm
m ×
0.7
75 mm area inertial masss deep reacttive ion etchhed
(DR
RIE) from ann SOI wafer with a 400 μm
μ thick hanndle
waafer, 2 μm thicck buried oxidde and a 5 μm thick top siliccon
lay
yer. The suppoorting cantilevver is fabricatted from the top
siliicon layer onnly and is 7500 μm long. The
T structure hhas
beeen simulated w
with 1 μm thicck layers of alluminium nitrride
(AllN) and PZT piezoelectricc materials. Modelling
M
resuults
preedicted 100 nW
W for the AlN
N device and 600 nW for the
PZ
ZT device att resonant frrequencies off approximattely
900
0 Hz [4].
The electrromagnetic energy
e
harveester has beeen
dev
veloped by B
Beeby et al. A silicon-b
based generaator
com
mprises micromachined paddle,
p
four NeFeB
N
magnnets
and
d a wire-wounnd coil [5]. The
T device is shown in Figg. 2.
Tw
wo of the maggnets are locaated within etched recessess in
thee two Pyrex w
wafers, which are anodically
y bonded to eaach
facce of the siliccon wafer. Thhe coil is locaated on a siliccon
can
ntilevered padddle, which iss designed to vibrate lateraally
in the plane off the wafer. The device has a resonnant
frequency of 9..5 kHz and has
h been sho
own to generrate
21 nW of electriical power from
m 1.92 ms−2 rms.
r
Fig. 3 shoows an equivvalent electricc circuit of the
ineertia generatorr. The electronnic circuit in the fuze cons ists
of active compoonents, i.e., microprocesso
m
ors and operaates
afteer finishing charge proocess at the capacitor. To
maaximize the sttored energy in
i a capacitorr, the capacitoor’s
cap
pacitance shouuld be designeed as the optim
mized one.
Tashiro [7]] describes a honeycomb
h
strructure as shoown
in Fig.
F 4 made uup by folding a strip of a po
olyester film w
with
alu
uminium evapporated on onne surface. Tw
wo sheets of the
film
m each 5 μm thick by 30 mm
m wide and
d 5 m long w
were
maated together uusing a doublee-sided adhesiive tape at 5 m
mm
inteervals. Then the sheets were
w
folded and
a joined aggain
usiing a doublessided tape. Thhis produced a variable caapacito
or with 20 ccells per layeer and 50 lay
yers resultingg in
100
0 cells. The ccapacitor wass suspended between acryylic
boaards using 122 springs andd an inertial mass
m
attachedd to
onee of the acrrylic boards. The spring constant of the
ressonator was 11100 Nm−1 with
w
a total mass
m
of 0.78 kg
ressulting in a reesonant frequuency of 6 Hzz. After initiaally
chaarging the cappacitor to 45 V the generato
or was shakenn at
by a simulationn of the movvement produ
uced by the left

Fig.
F 1. Microma
achined silicon ccantilever mass piezoelectric
generator [4].

Fig.
F 2. A silicon
n electromagneticc generator ([5]).

Fig.
F 3. A silicon
n electromagneticc generator [6].

Fig.
F 4. Honeyco
omb-type variablee capacitor [7].

ventricular wall motion
m
of a ccanine heart and
a producedd
6 μW (15 μA aat 2.4 V) with
h peak powerss
a meaan power of 36
as hig
gh as 500 μW
W. Acceleromeeter measurem
ments showedd
this movement
m
to be about 1 ms−−2 at 6 Hz.

1.3 Energy
E
Ha
arvester Proopose
The
T main goaal is to designn the structuree topology off
the electrostatic
e
generator inn standard technologiess
availaable on the market.
m
Structu
ture based paartly on basicc
beam structure iss designed and modeleed as three-nsional silicon
n based MEM
MS. The maain task is too
dimen
optimize the dimensions of tthe structure due to thee
availaable production technology,, optimize thee geometry off
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the structure itself with regard to the en
nvironment inn which
the generatoor will be ussed and obtaiining the exccitation
energy. Com
mpared to already
a
publisshed proposaals we
expect to w
work in all 3 axes of Carttesian system
m. This
makes the ssystem more effective to environment waste
energy and m
makes it posssible to use all
a energy avaailable.
Another parrt of this woork is a sim
mulation of eelectromechanical and electrical propertiess of the stru
ructure,
description oof its behaviorr in different operating
o
moddes and
phases of acctivity. After verifying thee behavior off structures in the ssimulations thhe next task is
i the preparat
ation of
the productioon data in acccordance wiith the designn rules
specified in the by the maanufacturers delivered
d
desiign kit.
w characteriized, tested onn basic
The fabricateed prototype was
functions annd these results will be laater comparedd with
simulated vaalues.

2. Desiggning the Harvesteer
The dessigned power source is usin
ng a combinaation of
electrostatic and piezoelecctric generato
or (as requiredd startup power soource) in the form
f
of MEM
MS structures. Using
CoventorWaare we desiggned layout topology annd 3D
models. For a given structture solving network
n
equatiions of
deformation and mechaniccal stress weree defined. Usiing the
harmonic annalysis we obttained responsse to changess in the
structure of the excitatioon signal. Eleectrostatic gennerator
uses the forcces generated between the opposite charrges on
the plates of a charged cappacitor. Separaation of chargge Q on
the electroddes depends on the poteential differennce V
between them
m according to
t equation Q = CVVAR. Thhe CVAR
capacity is a function of geometry
g
(topo
ology) and eleectrode
properties off materials that surround th
hem. When m
moving
a mass m inn the range of
o z(t), as shown in Fig. 5, the
capacity chaanges betweeen CMAX and CMIN. Froom the
mechanical m
movement exxtracted energ
gy depends oon how
the variablee capacity is connected to other elecctronic
circuits. Therre are basicallly two basic techniques
t
thaat were
used to impleement the elecctrostatic geneerator - switchhing or
continuous m
mode.
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movement leaads to a reducttion
cirrcuitry and the electrodes m
off its capacity, but also to the generatio
on of work, corc
ressponding to overcome thhe electrostattic forces actting
beetween the eleectrodes. Thiss additional en
nergy gained can
theen be used to power the ciircuit. The mo
ost common way
w
to implement this system is shhown in Fig. 6.
6

Fig. 6. Principle of operation
on of electrostaticc generator in thee
consstant charge modee and its QV charracteristics.

Two paralllel plate electrrodes are arraanged so that they
t
ment,
could move awaay from each other. This kiind of movem
in the case of co
onstant chargee on both plattes of a capaciitor,
creeates a consttant force beetween these two electroddes.
Fig
g. 6 shows th
he QV characcteristic of thee whole workking
cy
ycle. First, thee capacitor is connected to
o a power souurce
an
nd the electrodes are chargged to the low
w voltage (juump
fro
om point 1 to point 2). Theen the capacittor electrodes are
dissconnected fro
om the sourcee and moved away from each
e
oth
her while maintaining a connstant charge on the electroodes
(2--3). Finally, the charge iss discharged within the thhird
cy
ycle (3-1). The capacity is then increaseed again and the
geenerator is reaady for a new
w cycle. The area boundedd by
traajectories con
nnecting pointts 1 to 3 corresponds to the
en
nergy generated.

2.2 Switchin
ng Mode – Constant Voltage
V
If the capaacitor is chargged in advance and then, still
connected to th
he constant vooltage sourcee, its capacityy by
mo
oving panels to each otherr increases; it will increase the
surrface charge density and in
increase the electrostatic
e
foorce
beetween the ch
harges on thee capacitor pllates. This is the
constant voltag
ge method. If the capaacitor plates are
op
perated in slid
ding mode, ass shown in Fig.
F 7, the forrces
beetween the plaates in the diirection of reelative movem
ment
rem
main constantt.

Fig. 5. IInertia generator principle.

2.1 Switch
hing Modee – Constan
nt Charge
In the ccase of using switching
s
mod
des there is a switch
between the generator annd the rest of
o the circuit which
allows timee-dependent reconfiguratio
on of the device
(charging, diischarging). When
W
a pre-ccharged capaccitor at
its maximum
m capacity iss disconnected
d from all exxternal

Fig. 7. Principle of operation
on of electrostaticc generator in thee
consstant voltage modde and its QV chaaracteristics.

Fig. 7 show
ws the QV chharacteristic off the electrosttatic
geenerator workiing in constannt voltage mod
de. The capaccitor
is pre-charged at its maximuum capacity (1-2). Then, still
connected to a power sour
urce, there is a reductionn in
cap
pacity due to
o mechanical motion (receeding from each
e
eleectrode) and the
t charge retturns back to the source (22-3).
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This is the geneeration part of
o the cycle. Then the swiitch
dissconnects the capacitor froom the powerr supply voltaage,
cap
pacity is graddually increasiing and stabillizing the chaarge
at its initial value (3-1). Agaain, the area bounded by the
currve in the QV
V characterisstic is the am
mount of enerrgy
pro
oduced.

Like
L
the prev
vious type, thhis topology has
h the samee
limitations that requ
uire mechaniccal stops to prevent damagee
to the system. Roun
ndy et al. [8] points out thaat this type off
topolo
ogy is more manageable
m
aand less pronee to torsionall
motion and thereforre it is most offten used in practice.

3.3 Out-Of-Pla
O
ane Topoloogy

3. Harvestters Topoology
There aree three diffeerent types of electrostaatic
gen
nerator topoloogies, which differ in the way of muttual
mo
ovement of fixxed and movabble electrode.

The
T last type of
o topology shhown in Fig. 10 is referredd
to as "Out-of-Planee". Based agaain on the top
pology of thee
previo
ous two solu
utions, but thhis time the direction off
motion is perpendicular to the surface generator..
Oscilllating movement of the elecctrode surfacee provides thee
capaciity change.

3.1
1 In-Planee Overlap Topology
T
The first ttype of generrator shown schematically
s
y in
Fig
g. 8 is called "In-Plane Ovverlap". This generator
g
creaates
a capacitive diffference in thee plane of vib
bration devicee in
thee direction shoown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. In-Pllane Overlap Toppology [3].

This movem
ment causes the
t overlappin
ng area of coomb
eleectrodes changges, leading too a desired chaange in capaccity.
The maximum ddisplacement is
i limited by the
t spatial gapp in
thee direction off motion. To prevent damaage to structuures
duee to impact oof both electrrodes we prop
pose mechaniical
sto
ops to be used.. Mechanical stops
s
define th
he minimum ggap
forrming the dieelectric in the comb electtrode structurres,
theereby determining the maxximum capaciity of the ent
ntire
sysstem. Howeveer, due to thee topology off the two finnger
eleectrodes it is nnecessary to taake such a rissk of mechaniical
exccitation, whicch causes torrsion structurres and possiible
sho
ort circuit betw
ween the electtrodes.

3.2
2 In-Planee Gap Closiing Topolog
gy
The secondd type knownn as "In-Planee Gap Closinng”,
seee Fig. 9, uses tthe same topoology as the prrevious type, but
thee direction oof the electroode is perpeendicular to the
direction used for type "IIn-Plane Oveerlap". Capaccity
chaange is direcctly proportionnal to the width
w
of the ggap
bettween the elecctrodes.

Fig. 9. In-Pllane-Gap Closingg Topology [3].

Fig.
F 10. Out-of-P
Plane Topology [33].

Topology
T
"Ou
ut-of-Plane" iss largely influ
uenced by thee
dampiing caused by
y air flow inn thin spaces between thee
fingerrs of the electrodes. In ordder to achieve satisfactoryy
perforrmance, this topology iss suitable to
o operate inn
a vacu
uum. Then it is
i possible to achieve substtantial growthh
in outtput. The posssibility of encaapsulation into the vacuum
m
depen
nds on the actual
a
appliccation. In ad
ddition, it iss
necesssary to consid
der the mechaanical stops to prevent thee
movab
ble electrode from contaacting the grround, whichh
would
d lead to a short circuit.

4. Energy
E
Conversion
n Cycle
For
F each of th
he above desccribed topolog
gies there cann
be defined the relaative positionn of electrodees at which itt
reachees the maxim
mum or miniimum capacitty. However,,
what distinguishes these three toopologies apaart is the wayy
to reaach this maxim
mum value. In
In-Plane Overrlap type usess
overlaap change bettween the finnger electrodes, the secondd
type (In-Plane
(
Clossing Gap) chaanges the gap
p between thee
electro
odes and Out--of-plane typee changes thee gap betweenn
the whole
w
electrode plates. G
Greater popullarity of thee
generaating method
ds has the constant chaarge method,,
because it requires only one souurce of energy
y (eg battery)..
For th
his reason, further
f
theoreetical analysiis will focuss
solely
y on this meethod. In deescribing the electrostaticc
generaator, we assum
me the existennce of a systeem moving inn
the sh
hape of electro
odes forming a capacitor structure.
s
Thee
energy
y conversion cycle beginss with the vib
bration of thee
structu
ure. At this tiime the capaccitor reaches its maximum
m
value CMAX and the capacity iss connected to
o an externall
powerr supply that charges the capacitor plaate to voltagee
VSTARTT. This voltagee can now be measured direectly betweenn
the eleectrodes. The whole processs is a path fro
om point A too
point B in Fig. 11.
After
A
charging
g the capacitoor to VSTART th
he plates startt
to mo
ove away from
fr
each otther. The ellectrodes aree
electriically separatted from eacch other and the physicall
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distance betw
ween them beggins to grow. This is a stepp that is
itself an actt of converssion of mech
hanical energgy into
electricity (iin Fig. 10, B to C). Durring this phasse, the
charge on thhe plates rem
mains constant; however, caapacity
decreases to a minimum CMIN, and the potential diffference
between cappacitor plates increases to a maximum
m VMAX.
Finally, wheen the variabble capacitorr again reachhes its
minimum value CMIN, the charge on
o the capaccitor is
seduced bacck into the power
p
sourcee (battery). T
This is
represented bby the path froom C to A, where
w
the convversion
cycle closess. A CPAR capacitor
c
is parallel connnected
capacitor to the structure of the MEM
MS capacitor, which
limits the maaximum size of
o the voltage on the electroodes so
as to avoid eexceeding the dielectric streength and dam
mage to
the capacitivve structures or
o switches. Sometimes
S
thhis is a
capacitor built in the form
m of parasiticc capacity stru
ructure.
nto the equatiions of
With the adddition of thiss capacitor in
generated vooltage and thee energy obtaained is transfformed
into shapes.
C
 C PAR
(1)
,
VSTA
VMAX  MAX
TART
C MIN  C PAR
 C PAR
1
2 C
C MAX  C MIN  ,
ECONNV  VSTART MAX
2
C MIN  C PAR

Fig. 11. Conversion cycle oof generator based on constannt
charrge method princiiple.

(1)

1
(3)
ECONV  VSTTART VMAX C MAX  C MIN 
2
where ECONVV represents thhe amount of energy obtainned by
conversion oof mechanical energy into electricity
e
in a single
conversion cycle.

Fig. 12. Basiic comb structuree topology.

5. Topology Desiign and Models
M
The CoventorWare was
w used to creeate topologyy layout
of the comb capacitor struucture, the 3D
D model, simuulation
net, and to provide thee electromech
hanical simullations.
CoventorWaare is an inntegrated suiite of designn and
simulation software that has the accu
uracy, capacitty, and
speed to adddress real-worrld MEMS designs. The ssuite is
filled with MEMS-speciific features for accuratelly and
efficiently sim
mulating all tyypes of MEM
MS, including iinertial
sensors (acceelerometers annd gyros), miicrophones, prressure
sensors, resonators, and actuators. The
T
includedd field
solvers provvide compreehensive cov
verage of M
MEMSspecific muulti-physics, such
s
as electrostatics, eelectromechanics, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, and daamping
effects. The goal is to verrify that the characteristics
of the
c
real productss agree with siimulated resullts.
The whhole topologyy can be divid
ded into threee main
parts (see Figg. 12);
 Movablle bomb elecctrode (building also the central
mass) – green (part A)
A on picture;
 Fixed eelectrodes – reed (part B) on picture;
b (part C) on picture.
 Spring suspension – blue
p
are paid attention onlyy from
While tthe first two parts
the perspecttive of comm
mon areas in order to maaximize

Fig. 13. Topo
ology No. 4.

surrface capacitance density,, the third part is somew
what
neeglected whilee spring suspeensions propeerties are cruucial
forr many param
meters of the reesulting generrator. The oveerall
ob
bjective in thee design topoology of sprin
ng suspensionns is
theeir rigidity, minimum
m
areaa, the distancee between moodal
freequencies and
d amplitude (pproportional to
t the magnittude
off change).
Fig. 13 shows the 4thh designed to
opology version,
wh
hich already contains a coomplete set of
o both typess of
eleectrodes, mod
dified spring suspensions and mechannical
sto
ops (highlightted), limiting the amplitud
de of mechannical
dissplacement in order to avoiid possible meechanical dam
mage
to the structure and
a short-circcuit between th
he electrodes.
Fig. 14 shows
s
the 8 th version, in
i which sprring
suspensions are formed by w
wrapping the periodic
p
structture
off the girder type. Thankss to this wee achieved such
s
a suspension
s
strructure, whichh is mechanicaally equivalennt to
thee suspension beam
b
of greatt length, but on a much smaaller
efffective area. Because
B
of tecchnological reeason we channged
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thee position of tw
wo contact paads on solid ellectrodes. Duee to
thee asymmetricaal handle of sppring suspensions (see Fig. 14)
to the moving eelectrode we obtained
o
very
y little differennce
bettween the 1sst and the 2nd modal frequency of the
stru
ucture. In the case of fine oscillations
o
a smooth
s
transittion
fro
om one type oof conversion mechanism to
o another occcurs
wh
hich leads too increased efficiency
e
an
nd yield of the
con
nversion cyclle. Fig. 13 shhows the fin
nal 9th topoloogy,
wh
hich was sent tto production foundry and was modeled for
sim
mulations.

Fig.
F 17. Topology
y No. 9 (comb eleectrodes, central mass).

7. Simulatio
S
ons
7.1 Modal
M
Ana
alysis

Fig. 14. Finall 9th topology.

6. 3D Mod
del
A 3D moddel has been created
c
for ellectromechaniical
sim
mulations in C
CoventorWaree. Figs. 15-17 show detailss of
thee generated 3D
D model.

Modal
M
analyssis can be oobtained from
m the naturall
resonaance frequenccy of the meechanical sysstem in equi-librium
m. On these frequencies
f
thhe mechanicallly undampedd
(lossleess) system reeacts to extern
rnal motion ex
xcitation withh
unlimited deflectio
on. The folllowing figurees show thee
mechaanical simulaations perform
med on the structure inn
Coven
ntorWare. Fig
gs. 18 and 19 show thee degree andd
directiion of the deflection
d
strructure. For the functionn
generaator only the first
f
4 naturall frequencies are
a important,,
because in them theere is the greaatest change in
n the positionn
of mo
ovable electrod
de. Other natuural frequenciees are alreadyy
showiing the effect of several ordders of magnitude smaller..
The sccale of deflecction is due too small shifts multiplied byy
the reaal and solid ellectrodes are nnot shown.

Fig. 15. 3D M
Model of topologyy No. 9 (only 2 sttops visible).

Fig. 16. Topoology No. 9 (meechanical stops, spring suspen-sionss).

n
Fig.
F 18. 1st and 2nd
modal frequenccy simulation.
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mo
odal frequencies are equivaalent to the sttanding wave due
to movement arround the axiss or point of symmetry,
s
whhich
is located within
n the housing structure.

rd

Fig. 19. 3 modal frequenncy simulation.

Anotherr important aspect is thee mechanical stress
(Fig. 20) innside the sttructure caussed by mechhanical
vibrations. T
The most com
mmonly used method of hhanging
capacitor strructures in puublished papeers is based on the
topology of a simple briddge from one side firmly fi
fixed to
the frame chhip and on the
t other sid
de connected to the
floating electrode. After exposure
e
to mechanical
m
vibbration
the movablee electrode starts
s
to swin
ng. The maxximum
deflection off the assembly depends on
o the frequenncy of
oscillation of the mechannical excitatio
on, the total w
weight,
mechanical pproperties of the material and topologyy. The
weight is geenerally to redduce the natu
ural frequenciies and
increase the ddeflection andd internal stresss.

Shift ‐ statistical data (mm2 .Hz
Hz‐1)

0,0001
9
0,00001 90

190

290

Frequ
uency (Hz)

0,000001
0,0000001
1E‐08
1E‐09
1E‐10
1E‐11
1E‐12

x

y

z

Fig. 21. Rand
don vibrations eexcitation in all three axis withh
a con
nstant statistical distribution from
m 90 Hz to 3500
Hz. Acceleration 35000 (mm.s-2)2.Hz-1.

8.. Fabrica
ation
The proposed generatorr was produced by SOI HAR
RM
60
0 µm Tronics® technology. Figs. 22 and
d 23 show dettails
off the laboratory
y sample.

Fig. 20. M
Mechanical excittation (left) and internal stress onn 3rd
m
modal frequency

7.2 Harm
monic Analyysis
Using hharmonic anaalysis, we can
n find the dyynamic
response of the system with
w
harmonically variablee load.
Fig. 21 shoows the statiistical study of the mechhanical
response of structure to random exccitation of peeriodic
ws the
oscillations iin all three axxes. The verttical axis show
excitation inn X, Y and Z. The horrizontal axis shows
frequency in Hz. On frequuencies around
d 100 Hz (1st aand 2nd
modal frequeency) the struucture shows a movement iin both
directions X and Y. Thuss, there are local maxima oof both
curves X (bllue) and Y (rred). The 3rd modal frequeency of
193 Hz has a major movee in the Z axiss, suggesting a local
maximum off the green cuurve. The 4th modal frequeency at
which the strructure exhibiits rotational motion
m
aroundd the Z
axis is seen in the local maxima
m
of bo
oth curves X aand Y.
The 5th modaal frequency at
a 305 Hz shows again movvement
mainly in thhe Z axis. Thee local minim
ma at the 4th aand 5th

Fig. 22. Reall sample of energgy harvester.

Fig. 23. Deta
ails of the real sam
mple of energy haarvester.
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9. Characterization
A measurement chain for modal frequencies can be
seen in Fig. 24. We use Capacitance Bridge with periodic
signal excitation. The generator is placed on a vibration
table KCF ES02 with KCF PA5100 signal generator.

Micromachined silicon generator for harvesting power from
vibration. In Proceedings of Transducers. Seoul (Korea), 2005,
p. 780 - 783.
[6] YOON, S. H., OH, J. S., LEE, Y. H., LEE, S. W. Miniaturized
inertia generators as power supplies for small-caliber fuzes. IEEE
Transactions on Magnetics, 2005, vol. 41. no. 7, p. 2300 - 2307.
[7] TASHIRO, R., KABEI, N., KATAYAMA, K., TSUBOI, F.,
TSUCHIYA, K. Development of a electrostatic generator for
a cardiac pacemaker that harnesses the ventricular wall motion.
Journal Artificial Organs, 2002, vol. 5, no. 4, p. 239 - 245.
[8] ROUNDY, S., WRIGHT, P., PISTER, K. Microelectrostatic
vibration-to-electricity converters. In Proceedings on International
Mechanical Engineering Congress & Exposition IMECE. New
Orleans (LA, USA), 2002, p. 1 - 10.

About Authors...
Fig. 24. Measurement chain for generator characterization,

10. Conclusions
The proposed generator is able to work in all 3 axes,
has very low modal frequencies (about 108 Hz), in-build
stops-structures against damage of the electrodes and very
small dimensions. These properties make it possible to use
this generator in embedded systems. It is proposed to be
used in combination with piezoelectric source which acts as
start-up source.
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